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Do you have a favorite Christmas cookie? Is it made of chocolate or spice? Is it an iced and
decorated sugar cookie or a molasses ginger round? Or maybe it's a crisp, chocolate-covered
toffee bar or a jam-filled Linzer sandwich cookie. There are so many choices!Christmas cookies
are loved for their special shapes, cheery colors, and seasonal flavors. They bring joy to our
gatherings, help preserve the magic and tradition of the holiday season, and make heart-
warming gifts. Christmas Cookies offers fifty wonderful recipes for holiday treats, such as light-
as-air Cocoa Meringue Kisses, Chocolate Peppermint Cookies that perfectly complement a mug
of hot chocolate, sweet-tart Iced Lemon Rounds, the much-beloved classic Pecan Sandies,
Ginger Coins with the right amount of snap, and many, many more.Avid holiday baker Lisa Zwirn
baked hundreds of cookies to come up with these fabulous fifty recipes. There is something for
everyone: treats for chocoholics, hol-iday shapes that children will love (that can be baked and
decorated by the little ones, too), luxurious sandwich cookies, and plenty of spiced rounds,
buttery wafers, and decadent bars.Christmas Cookies will also show you how to make the most
of your time in the kitchen with these useful tips and ideas:Cookie baking guidelines for
successful bakingOptions for freezing dough so you can bake cookies when the mood
strikesStorage suggestions to help keep treats fresh for as long as possibleChild-friendly
recipes, such as Peanut Butter Chocolate Kisses, Chocolate Caramel Thumbprints,
Gingerbread People, and Molasses Ginger Cookies, which are easy and fun for beginnersThe
best cookies to mail and how to wrap themHow to host a holiday cookie swap and cookie-
decorating partyWhether you've baked Christmas cookies for years or are just starting a tradition
of holiday baking, you'll find all the recipes you need right here. Christmas Cookies is an
essential collection for the cookie baker, featuring color photographs, clear, detailed recipes,
and irrepressible Christmas spirit.



Christmas Cookies50 Recipes to Treasure for the Holiday SeasonLisa ZwirnPhotographs by
Corinne PlancheDedicationTo my mother, Michele, who showed me how to cookTo my late
father, Bernard, who taught me how to write(and, perchance, to dream)And to my husband,
Mark, and sons, Alex and Todd,who love to eat…especially
cookies.ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroduction1 The Basics of Cookie Making2 Giving
Cookies3 Holiday Cookie Parties4 Key Ingredients for the Cookie Baker5 Key Tools for the
Cookie Baker6 Drop Cookies7 Rolled Cookies8 Slice and Bake Cookies9 Hand-Shaped
Cookies10 Filled and Sandwich Cookies11 Bar Cookies12 No-Bake TreatsRecipes by FlavorA
Few More ListsSearchable TermsAbout the AuthorCreditsCopyrightAbout the
PublisherAcknowledgmentsThis book was a joy to write—really, what could be more fun than
baking batches of yummy cookies and eating them with friends and family?—but what made it
particularly special was sharing the experience with Corinne Planche, friend and neighbor,
whose beautiful photographs grace these pages. From the get-go, Corinne was as excited as I
was about the project, and her creativity and skill turned mere cookies into the most spectacular
holiday treats.To our favorite cookie monsters, Alex, Todd, Pierre-Edouard, Valerian, and
Eugenie, who eagerly devoured and honestly critiqued the platefuls upon platefuls of treats set
before them. To Mark and Patrick, too, may your waistlines never suffer from too many
cookies.To Carla Glasser, my agent, who on faith and trust gave me this fantastic opportunity, I
am very grateful. To my cousin Patricia Shimm—thank you, thank you!—for putting the bug in
Carla’s ear. To David Sweeney, director of cookbooks at William Morrow, and Stephanie Fraser,
my editor, who were so helpful and enjoyable to work with; it was smooth sailing from the
moment we were introduced.My brother, Richard Zwirn, offered oodles of suggestions and for
that, as well as for his genuine interest and enthusiasm, I’m truly appreciative. Thank you to the
women who tested some of the recipes: my mom and cookie-loving friends Andrea Pyenson,
Catherine Walthers, and Bridie Hilperts.And, finally, a big thank-you to my husband, Mark
Granoff, whose keen sense of taste can discern a great cookie from a second-rate treat and for
providing unflagging support through many months of floury surfaces, a kitchen sink perpetually
filled with mixing bowls, and unavoidable overeating. Never did he seem to mind logging a few
extra miles on his bike to burn off those excess cookie calories.IntroductionChristmas is a
holiday that holds different meanings for different people, but I’d venture to say that baking and
eating sweet things is universal. Some cultures celebrate with traditional cakes, pies, and
breads, but I’d have to say again that none of these is as widely understood and loved as
Christmas cookies. At some point, probably centuries ago, the words Christmas and cookies
became inextricably linked and now their various flavors, shapes, and colors bring joy to holiday
revelers and bakers everywhere. Despite their simplicity—that is, compared with other, more
complicated desserts—cookies have become a symbol of holiday cheer, enjoyed by young and
old, baked by novice and expert, and used as a currency of love and caring.What, then, you



might ask, makes a cookie a Christmas cookie? The simple answer is that these treats are
traditionally baked and served—and reserved—for the holiday season. The recipes might reflect
age-old family or cultural traditions or might be more recent favorites that have become part of
the annual festivities. In either case, the bite-size treats have a way of shaping memories and
helping to preserve the magic of the season.The other reasons why specific cookies are
featured at Christmastime are more mundane. For one, their flavors belong to winter. Traditional
spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, and clove and sweeteners such as molasses, honey,
and maple syrup make the treats rich-tasting and wonderfully fragrant. Flavors of peppermint
and eggnog delight with their once-a-year appearances. Of course, an even more obvious
giveaway to those treats destined for the holiday table or festive gift boxes is their familiar
shapes and colors. From stars and bells to snowmen and Christmas trees, decorated with red
and green sugar crystals, colorful icings, or wintry dustings of powdered sugar, these are
cookies dressed in their finest holiday splendor.What’s most important, however, is that all the
sweet, buttery, spicy, colorful goodness tastes spectacular. Only the best and freshest
ingredients should go into making Christmas cookies. Pull out all the stops and buy the finest
chocolate, good-quality butter, and fresh supplies of nuts and dried fruits. Bring out the
enchanting aromas of the season by updating your spice rack. Replenish your supplies of flour,
sugar, and leaveners. And last, but by no means least, make sure all your equipment is in good
working order, your cookie sheets and baking pans clean, and all the necessary utensils and
holiday cookie cutters handy. Oh, and stock up on parchment paper. It’s a pan washer’s best
friend.For the holiday baker, the baking ritual is as much a part of the season’s preparation as
decorating the house and hitting the shopping malls. Over the years I’ve discovered that
Christmas cookie bakers usually fall into one of two categories. The early birds head to the
kitchen in October, getting a jump start on the season by piling layers upon layers of cookies in
their freezers. These folks subscribe to the useful maxim of “don’t put off till tomorrow what you
can get done today” and are well stocked months ahead. The other school can best be
described as “wait to bake,” and its members believe that only in December does holiday baking
feel right. This group spends full days and even longer nights in the kitchen, churning out scads
of cookies just before a Christmas party or gift-giving occasion.But no matter what month it is,
the holiday cookie baker jumps fearlessly into the kitchen, surrounded by her or his batterie de
cuisine and grocery bags loaded with ingredients, primed to scoop flour, beat butter, melt
chocolate, and whisk icing. What everyone realizes (usually at some ungodly hour and dozens
of cookies later) is that the bounty is best shared. Perhaps this is how the tradition of gifting
Christmas cookies began: as the result of overeager production! Yet what could be more
heartfelt than to wrap up tins of homemade cookies and shower them upon friends and family?
We might also contribute the treats to cookie swaps, bake sales, office parties, and our
children’s classrooms. Of course, we’ll make sure to leave plenty in cookie jars for our family and
lucky neighbors to enjoy. Nobody doesn’t like Christmas cookies.Whether you’re just starting the
tradition of holiday baking or have been doing it for years, all cooks need at least a handful of



reliably good recipes that are sure to please. Unearthing new recipes also satisfies an inherent
curiosity that I believe all bakers share. My goal in writing this book was to provide cookie bakers
everywhere, including the early birds, last-minute bakers, experienced cooks, and novices, with
recipes for traditional treats as well as for a few surprises that might soon become favorites.Don’t
let the small size of this book fool you. Consider it the best of the best. I baked hundreds of
different cookies to come up with these fabulous fifty that include something for everyone: treats
for chocoholics, holiday shapes for children (which can be baked and decorated by the little
ones, too), luxurious sandwich cookies, and plenty of spiced rounds, buttery wafers, and
decadent bars. It’s a collection you’ll never tire of. In fact, I hope you won’t confine yourself to
baking these treasures only in the few months—or weeks—leading up to Christmas. Many are
as wonderful in May as they are in December.So let’s start baking. It’s the surest way I know to
get into the holiday spirit. Whip up a batch of Chocolate Crinkles, Viennese Crescents, Toffee
Bars, or Ginger Coins—or any other cookie in this book—and watch your mood soar and smiles
come to the faces of those who happily nibble on your creations.CHAPTER ONEThe Basics of
Cookie MakingA GREAT COOKIE IS MADE FROM FRESH, QUALITY INGREDIENTS. IF YOU
THINK OF THE LITTLE ROUNDS AND BARS AS JUST COMPACT CARRIERS OF FLAVOR,
YOU’LL SEE HOW IMPORTANT EVERY STICK OF BUTTER, OUNCE OF CHOCOLATE,
TEASPOON OF SPICE, AND CUP OF NUTS IS TO THE END RESULT. WHAT YOU MIX IN IS
WHAT YOU’LL TASTE, SO KEEP THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” FOREMOST IN
YOUR MIND AS YOU SHOP FOR INGREDIENTS.Making cookies also requires a heaping
spoonful of patience. Chocolate must be melted slowly so it doesn’t burn, butter and sugar must
be beaten sufficiently until creamy, and, in many recipes, the dough must be chilled to provide
the best rolling and baking results. It’s important not to take shortcuts or else the taste and
texture of the cookies will suffer. If you’re in a hurry, check out the Quick and Easy list.There are
two shortcuts, however, that you’re free to take. Both of these, in a small but significant way,
forever changed my cookie-baking routine for the better, allowing me to be more spontaneous
and efficient.1 BUTTER MUST BE SOFT AND PLIABLE TO BE PROPERLY CREAMED, but
how often do we forget to take the sticks out of the refrigerator ahead of time? If you’re very
careful, butter can be softened in the microwave without affecting its usability. Here’s how: Place
one stick, still in its paper wrapping (or unwrap it and place it on a microwave-safe plate or a
sheet of wax paper), in the microwave. Turn the machine on high for ten or eleven seconds. No
more! You don’t want to melt the butter, which would change the consistency of the dough and
the cookies. When you lightly squeeze a stick of softened butter it should leave impressions of
your fingers, but it shouldn’t feel mushy. With this little trick, there’s no more waiting for butter to
soften before you can bake.2 TRY TO BE ONE STEP AHEAD OF YOUR OVEN. Have the next
batch of cookies ready to go on a clean sheet of parchment paper. When a cookie sheet comes
out of the oven, slide the parchment with the baked cookies onto a rack, and then slide the
parchment with the formed dough onto the sheet and immediately place it in the oven. (Do this
quickly because dough should never sit on a hot sheet for more than a few seconds.) Now



there’s no more waiting for hot cookie sheets to cool before they can be used again.Otherwise, a
cookie recipe, like all baking recipes, is a formula. Yes, that bowl full of yummy ingredients is
bound up in the science of chemistry. So read through the recipe carefully, follow it precisely, and
measure accurately; your cookie baking will not only be loads of fun but successful!A QUICK
WORD ON HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED: The recipes are grouped by the type of cookie,
or more specifically, by how the cookie is made. Drop cookies are formed by dropping the dough
onto a cookie sheet with a spoon. Rolled cookies are stamped into various shapes from dough
that is rolled out. Bar cookies are baked in baking pans and cut into bars. And so on. A few treats
at the end of the book don’t even require an oven. The book is organized this way because it
allows you to easily locate the recipes you feel most comfortable trying or have the appropriate
equipment for. There are helpful tips for making each type of cookie in their respective
chapters.For those bakers, however, who care less about cookie type and more about what’s
inside—say, chocolate or lemon or no nuts—there’s a listing of cookies by flavor at the back of
the book. Use this list for inspiration and to satisfy your cravings!Cookie-Baking GuidelinesHere
are the key steps and rules for successful cookie baking. Read them over a few times, then
embed them in your cookie-baking routine.Before you start, make sure you have all the
necessary ingredients and enough time for pre- and post-baking tasks. Many recipes require
prep work, such as toasting nuts, grating citrus zest, and chopping chocolate, before you can
actually start assembling the dough. Some doughs need to be chilled for an hour or more before
baking. And a few bar cookies shouldn’t be left to cool for too long after they come out of the
oven; they must be cut while still warm or else they become too hard or crumbly to slice.Preheat
the oven for at least fifteen minutes before baking.You’ll achieve the most consistent results
when you bake one cookie sheet at a time on a rack in the middle of the oven. If you want to use
two sheets to move the job along (after first checking to make sure the recipe suggests it), place
the racks in the upper and lower thirds of the oven with at least four inches between them so
heat can circulate. Ideally, the bottom rack should be at the top of the lower third of the oven and
the top rack at the bottom of the top third. When using two sheets, it’s important to rotate them
from top to bottom and front to back about halfway through baking to allow the cookies to bake
evenly. Do it carefully, yet quickly, because the oven temperature will drop the longer the oven
door is open. If one sheet of cookies is done before the other, pull it from the oven.Follow the
recipe instructions for shaping the cookies to the proper size or rolling the dough to the
appropriate thickness in order to get uniform results and the indicated yield. Cookies of the
recommended size will bake evenly in the time suggested.Don’t crowd the cookie sheet. Leave
the suggested amount of space around the cookies, which accounts for spreading and allows
the oven heat to circulate and brown the cookies properly.ALWAYS check the cookies a minute
or two before the suggested minimum baking time. Your oven may run hot or your cookies may
be smaller or thinner than the size suggested, causing them to bake faster. That being said, if
your cookies take a few minutes longer, that’s okay, too. Ovens vary tremendously. Follow the
visual clues for doneness provided in each recipe. Also, remember that most cookies firm up as



they cool, so resist the temptation to add minutes to the baking time to produce crispier treats. It
will usually just result in dry, overbaked, and possibly burnt-tasting cookies.When the cookies
are done, immediately remove the cookie sheet from the oven. Unless a recipe directs
otherwise, remove the cookies from the sheet one at a time, using a thin metal spatula, and
place them on a cooling rack. For particularly fragile cookies, it’s best to slide the parchment
paper (with the cookies on it) onto a rack and let the cookies sit until firm enough to place
directly on the rack to finish cooling.Always let cookie sheets cool before putting on the next
batch of dough. Dough on a hot sheet will start to melt and spread, changing the shape, texture,
and even the taste of the baked cookie. To speed things up, however, you can follow the shortcut
and have the next batch ready to go on a clean sheet of parchment. Slide the parchment onto
the hot cookie sheet and immediately place the sheet in the oven. (The key is to not let the
dough sit on a hot baking sheet before it goes into the oven.)Chilling and Freezing Cookie
DoughRefrigerating cookie dough allows it to rest and firm up before it is rolled and shaped. In
some recipes, such as the Chocolate Crinkles and all the Slice and Bake cookies, the dough is
impossible to work with until it has had a good, long chill. In general, whenever dough needs to
be chilled before baking, it can be refrigerated for longer than the time specified, usually up to
three or four days. The dough will harden, but it will soften again to rolling or shaping
consistency after sitting at room temperature for about an hour.Cookie doughs with high butter
content freeze well, usually for up to three to four months. The type of cookie will dictate whether
the dough should be frozen in a disk shape (if it’s to be rolled out), a ball (for drop or hand-
shaped cookies), or a log (for slicing). In all cases, make sure to wrap it snugly in plastic wrap
and, for extra protection against frost, secure it with a layer of foil or in a heavy-duty plastic bag.
Label and date the package because frozen blobs and logs are difficult to identify after a few
months. You might even want to attach a piece of paper with the baking instructions so you don’t
have to hunt for the recipe when it’s time to bake. Thaw frozen dough in the fridge overnight or, if
needed sooner, for an hour or two at room temperature.Storing CookiesStep number one of
proper cookie storage is to cool the cookies completely. Treats that are still warm from the oven
create a steamy environment, perfect for turning their textures soft and mushy.Step two is to
choose containers with tight-fitting lids, be they plastic, metal, or ceramic; or you could use
sealable plastic bags. If wrapping cookies in foil, first surround them in a layer of plastic wrap or
wax paper for a more secure package because foil is easily punctured. Iced, glazed, or sticky
cookies, as well as those that are particularly fragile, should be stored in layers separated by
sheets of wax or parchment paper.And the final, cardinal rule of cookie storage is that one
container doesn’t fit all. For your cookies to taste as good as when they were first baked,
separate the different flavors and textures. Mild-flavored buttery rounds will acquire notes of
spice or citrus if packed next to cookies with these stronger flavors. And never should a crunchy
meet a softy! Crisp cookies will lose their delectable crunch if stored alongside moist or chewy
treats.Every recipe in this book includes storage recommendations. Unless specified otherwise,
cookies should be stored in airtight containers at room temperature. A time frame for how long



the cookies can be kept before their flavor and texture become less than perfect is also included.
While many cookies taste their absolute best on the day they’re baked or as close to it as
possible, others, such as spice cookies, develop their flavorful nuances over a few days’ time.
These treats, as well as super buttery varieties like sablés, sugar cookies, and shortbread, can
be kept for weeks. Iced and filled cookies generally don’t last as long, nor do they freeze well.
(An exception is the Fig Half-Moons.) If you want to freeze cookies that will be iced or glazed,
freeze them undecorated. Thaw the cookies at room temperature on wire racks for a few hours,
then decorate them as you would if they were fresh.Freezing CookiesTo freeze those cookies
that freeze well (and not all cookies do, so check the specific recipe), secure them with a snug
double wrapping to protect them from freezer burn. Wrap the cookies first in plastic, then
enclose them in a layer of foil or tuck them inside a heavy-duty freezer bag. When stacking the
treats, use wax or parchment paper to separate the layers.Frozen cookies can be thawed in the
refrigerator or at room temperature. If thawing at room temperature, open the package slightly so
moisture isn’t trapped inside. Some varieties, such as the Fig Half-Moons, Cornmeal Currant
Cookies, and biscotti, benefit from a few minutes heating and recrisping in a 350°F or 375°F
oven. (And then again, some of us love eating frozen cookies!)CHAPTER TWOGiving
CookiesHOMEMADE COOKIES MAKE GREAT GIFTS. NOT ONLY ARE THEY DELICIOUS,
BUT THE TREATS ARE AN OFFERING OF YOUR TIME AND LOVE. FOR CHRISTMAS, THE
SKY’S THE LIMIT AS TO THE NUMBER OF WAYS YOU CAN PACKAGE THEM: PLACE THE
TREATS ON A DECORATIVE PLATE, WRAP THEM UP IN AN ATTRACTIVE TIN, BOX, OR
BASKET, OR PILE THEM INTO A SMALL HOLIDAY-THEMED SHOPPING BAG. COLORED
PLASTIC WRAP OR CELLOPHANE, DECORATIVE TISSUE AND WRAPPING PAPER, AND
PLENTY OF RIBBONS AND BOWS WILL MAKE THE PACKAGING FESTIVE.Always attach
cards or labels with the cookie names written on them along with a list of ingredients in case of
possible allergies. Even better, include the recipes.When packaging cookies to give (in person)
or send, follow the same rules for storing them: Keep flavors and textures separated so they
taste and crunch as intended. Enclose same-kind cookies in plastic wrap or small, sealable
plastic bags. Iced or glazed treats should be separated by layers of wax paper so they don’t stick
together.The best cookies to mail are those that are sturdy and keep well. These include
shortbread and other firm buttery cookies, and most bar, sugar, and spice cookies, which will
stay fresh for a week or more. Meringues, sandwich and filled cookies, and any other fragile
treats are best enjoyed closer to home.When mailing cookies, pack them in a holiday tin, paper
box, or plastic container. (A clean shoe box works, too.) Pack the treats close together,
cushioned with bubble wrap or tissue paper for extra protection, and make sure there’s no room
for wiggling. Think snug. And go for holiday color. Buy some colored cellophane, plastic wrap, or
tissue paper to line the inside of the container. Peeling away the layers to see what’s inside is
part of the excitement.Linzer CookiesThe container(s) should then be packed in a slightly larger
box for mailing. Create a tight fit inside the carton by using crumpled newspaper or foam packing
peanuts to keep the cookie container(s) from bouncing around. How you send the package may



depend on your holiday budget, but shipping by pony express won’t help your cookies. It’s best
to ship overnight or by priority mail, which typically takes two days, to guarantee that the treats
arrive in tasty condition.GOOD COOKIES FOR MAILINGChocolate Espresso WafersChocolate
Shortbread WedgesCornmeal Currant CookiesCranberry Pistachio BiscottiDutch Spice
CookiesGinger Coins 59Hazelnut BiscottiMexican Chocolate SnowballsPeanut Brittle
BarsPecan SandiesPinwheel CookiesRocky Road BitesRum BallsSugar CookiesToffee
BarsTurtle BarsOne More Gift IdeaGive dough. Cookie dough, that is. The recipient then has the
opportunity to bake cookies whenever the mood strikes. Load the dough into sturdy plastic tubs
(unless it’s rolled into a log for Slice and Bake cookies) and attach baking instructions. Check out
the list of Make-Ahead and Freeze Cookie Dough for yummy options. Date the package and
instruct that the dough should be frozen if not used within two days.CHAPTER THREEHoliday
Cookie PartiesFOR COOKS WHO ARE ALWAYS LOOKING OVER THEIR SHOULDER AT
WHAT THEIR NEIGHBORS OR FRIENDS ARE BAKING, A COOKIE SWAP IS A GREAT
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN A FEW NEW TRICKS AND GATHER A BUNCH OF GREAT
RECIPES. FOR THE NOVICE, IT’S AN OPPORTUNITY TO START BUILDING A COOKIE
REPERTOIRE. AND FOR THE COOKIE MONSTER IN ALL OF US, IT’S SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
How to Host a Holiday Cookie SwapHere’s how a cookie swap (or exchange) typically works:
you bring the required amount of cookies, say, two or three dozen, and enough copies of your
recipe for all the attendees, and in exchange you get to assemble a container full of everyone
else’s treats to take home. Won’t your family be thrilled when you leave with a tin of the familiar
and return with an assortment they’ve never seen before!Hosting a holiday cookie swap is easy.
First, pick a date a few weeks before Christmas. Second, send out invitations requesting that
guests bring a specified amount of their chosen cookie (usually enough for each attendee to get
at least three or four of each kind) along with enough copies of the typed or handwritten recipe.
Also, ask your guests to bring a plate or container for carrying their goodies home.
(Occasionally, the host will graciously provide this.) As the host, you’ll need to supply plastic
wrap, foil, and small plastic bags for wrapping up the treats. Offer an assortment of beverages,
such as eggnog, mulled cider, wine, coffee, or tea, to quench cookie-logged thirsts.As the
guests arrive, display their offerings on holiday-decorated tables and countertops. Give
everyone time to stroll around and study the treats. After the oohs and aahs, it’s nice to have the
bakers share a little history or anecdotes about their recipes. Then comes the fun part:
attendees grab a container and help themselves to the allotted amount of cookies. Tasting
should be wholeheartedly encouraged! The folks back home don’t have to know how many
cookies you started with.How to Host a Cookie-Making or Cookie-Decorating PartyThese two
party ideas are designed mostly for kids, but they’re certainly not exclusive to children. Maybe
the man or woman in your life has hidden cookie-decorating talent. For the inner baker in most of
us, but especially the little ones, it’s great fun plunging wrist-deep into cookie dough, rolling it
out, and stamping gingerbread people, sugar cookie Christmas trees, and stained-glass stars.
What joy shaking out red and green sugar crystals over holiday shapes awaiting their turn for the



oven! Expect plenty of smiles and mess. (Warning: Neatniks should let others host these
events.) Everyone gets to eat her or his creations or take them home.For a COOKIE-MAKING
PARTY, the host can provide the ingredients, equipment, and utensils, or the guests can chip in.
Make sure to have plenty of mixing bowls, cookie sheets, cookie cutters in holiday shapes, rolls
of parchment paper, and pot holders. Activities are best organized into stations, such as the
beating and mixing station, dough-shaping area, and rolling and cookie-cutting surface.
Everyone, however, gets to work the nibbling station!For doughs that need to be refrigerated
before being shaped or rolled, each one can be chilled while another variety is assembled and/
or baked. The host can start the party off by preparing one or two doughs ahead, which can be
ready to roll after the bakers assemble their first batch. Bar cookies, macaroons, and most drop
cookies can go right into the oven after they’re prepared.Sugar CookiesFor a cookie-making
party, try these fun-to-make cookies:Chocolate Caramel ThumbprintsChocolate Crinkles (this
dough needs to be made the day before)Chocolate Peppermint CookiesCoconut
MacaroonsGingerbread PeopleMolasses Ginger CookiesOrange Poppy Seed DropsPeanut
Butter Chocolate KissesPecan ButterballsSugar CookiesSugar Cookies with Stained GlassFor a
COOKIE-DECORATING PARTY, the host usually provides plain sugar cookies and/or
gingerbread shapes and plenty of decorations. The host can bake all the cookies ahead of time
or, better yet, send out a recipe a week before the party and ask volunteers to each bake a few
dozen. If you’re pressed for time, you could even arrange to purchase plain cutouts from a local
bakery.At this event, the fun is in the decorating, so you’ll want to have a generous supply of
sugars, candies, and icing as well as the necessary tools. Icing is decorative on its own and
serves as the glue that allows the other decorations to stick to the cookie. You’ll find a recipe for
Royal Icing and a simpler Confectioners’ Sugar Icing, respectively.Sugar Cookies with Stained
GlassFor a cookie-decorating party, you’ll need the following items:EDIBLESConfectioners’
sugarDecorative sugars, including colored sugars and coarse sugars, such as sanding, pearl,
and sparklingEgg-white powder (also called meringue powder)Food coloringsHomemade or
store-bought icingMini candies (such as Red Hots and mini M&Ms)Multicolored
nonpareilsRaisins and currantsSliced almondsSprinkles (chocolate and
multicolored)Sweetened shredded coconutTOOLSBowls (lots of small bowls or
ramekins)Frosting spreadersMini paintbrushesPastry brushesSqueeze bottles, small plastic
bags, and/or pastry bags with different tipsWax paper, plastic wrap, and foilSugar
CookiesCHAPTER FOURKey Ingredients for the Cookie BakerTO REITERATE WHAT I SAID
ON THE VERY FIRST PAGE, THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” SHOULD BE THE
COOKIE BAKER’S MANTRA. WHEN IT COMES TO INGREDIENTS, USE THE BEST YOU
CAN FIND OR AFFORD AND MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS FRESH.BAKING POWDER AND
BAKING SODA: In cookies, these leavening agents help lift and lighten the texture of the dough.
Baking soda also helps with browning. Although both tend to last a long time, baking powder, in
particular, won’t leaven if it’s too old. Date the containers when you purchase them and throw
them out after a year.BUTTER: Nothing’s better than real butter, especially in cookies, in which



its flavor is so discernible. Use only unsalted butter, which contains less water and is generally
fresher-tasting than salted butter. The first step of most cookie recipes is beating the butter, and
to do this it must be soft but not mushy. Squeezing a stick with your fingers should just leave their
impressions. Check out the shortcut for when the butter is cold but you’re in the mood to bake!
When adding butter to dry ingredients in a food processor, always cut it into one-tablespoon or
smaller pieces so it can be absorbed evenly and with minimal processing.Tip: Watch out for
incorrectly aligned paper wrappers on sticks of butter when you’re slicing off just a few
tablespoons. Remove the wrapper, place it back over the butter with the measurement markings
lined up properly, and slice off the amount you need.CHOCOLATE: Good-quality chocolate
makes a difference. What they say about wine—if you wouldn’t want to drink it, don’t cook with it
—applies to chocolate: if you wouldn’t want to eat it, don’t bake with it.When a recipe calls for
bittersweet chocolate, choose one with at least 60 percent chocolate liquor, which is the
combination of cocoa solids and cocoa butter or essentially everything that is derived from the
cacao bean. Semisweet chocolate usually contains between 35 percent and 55 percent
chocolate liquor. The rest of what’s in chocolate is mostly sugar, so the higher the cocoa
percentage, the more intense the chocolate flavor and the less sugar there is. Milk chocolate is
sweeter than semisweet chocolate and has milk added. Unsweetened chocolate contains no
sugar and is approximately 99 percent chocolate liquor.To find a few brands you like, taste them
out of the wrapper and in baked goods. Before baking with any chocolate, make sure it’s fresh;
the chocolate should be glossy and firm. Store all chocolate in a cool, dark, and dry place.TWO
PIECES OF ADVICE: (1) Don’t use semisweet chocolate chips (morsels) for any of the
chocolate called for in this book. (The only exception might be for the kid-friendly Peanut Butter
Chocolate Squares if you’d rather not waste your good dark chocolate.) The chips are sweeter
and less chocolaty than regular block chocolate and they don’t melt as well. (2) If you buy
chocolate in large chunks that your market has chopped, wrapped, and labeled, taste it before
you bake with it. I once purchased a one-pound slab marked “62 percent bittersweet chocolate”
only to discover—thankfully, before I baked with it!—that it was unsweetened
chocolate.MELTING CHOCOLATE: The key to melting chocolate is to do it gently so it doesn’t
burn or turn grainy. It’s best to use the double-boiler method by either using a set of nesting
saucepans (called a double boiler) or setting a stainless steel or glass bowl over the rim of a
saucepan containing about an inch or two of barely simmering water. The bottom of the bowl
should not touch the water. Always start with chocolate that has been chopped into small chunks
and stir often. Remove the bowl from the heat before the chocolate is fully melted and stir to melt
the remaining pieces. Be careful not to let the chocolate come in contact with water (or steam)
as just a few drops of liquid can cause it to “seize” and become a grainy mess.Chocolate can
also be melted in the microwave. Place chopped chocolate in a microwave-safe bowl or glass
measuring cup and melt it in twenty- to thirty-second increments on medium power, stirring after
each interval. Stirring is important because the chocolate will continue to maintain its shape
even when it’s melted.COCOA POWDER: For baking, use only unsweetened cocoa powder,



which comes two ways: natural and Dutch-processed. The latter has been treated with an alkali
to neutralize the acidity in chocolate, leaving it with a slightly less intense flavor and darker color.
When natural (nonalkalized) cocoa is used, the recipe usually contains baking soda, which
helps tame the acidity. If the recipe doesn’t specify which kind to use, natural cocoa is
fine.COCONUT: For the two recipes in this book that call for coconut, use the sweetened
shredded variety that is readily available in supermarkets.DAIRY PRODUCTS: “Heavy cream”
and “whipping cream” can be used interchangeably in these recipes. (The difference is typically
a tiny bit more butterfat in heavy cream.) For recipes calling for milk, 1 percent or 2 percent milk
can replace whole milk. Regular cream cheese is preferable to low-fat versions; don’t use
whipped cream cheese or nonfat products because the cookies’ taste and texture will be
affected.DRIED FRUIT: Dried fruits are, of course, dried, but they should be fresh. Purchase
soft, moist, flavorful fruit, and discard any that’s been hanging around too long, especially if the
fruit is rock hard or (yikes!) moldy.Christmas Cookies50 Recipes to Treasure for the Holiday
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PublisherAcknowledgmentsThis book was a joy to write—really, what could be more fun than
baking batches of yummy cookies and eating them with friends and family?—but what made it
particularly special was sharing the experience with Corinne Planche, friend and neighbor,
whose beautiful photographs grace these pages. From the get-go, Corinne was as excited as I
was about the project, and her creativity and skill turned mere cookies into the most spectacular
holiday treats.To our favorite cookie monsters, Alex, Todd, Pierre-Edouard, Valerian, and
Eugenie, who eagerly devoured and honestly critiqued the platefuls upon platefuls of treats set
before them. To Mark and Patrick, too, may your waistlines never suffer from too many
cookies.To Carla Glasser, my agent, who on faith and trust gave me this fantastic opportunity, I



am very grateful. To my cousin Patricia Shimm—thank you, thank you!—for putting the bug in
Carla’s ear. To David Sweeney, director of cookbooks at William Morrow, and Stephanie Fraser,
my editor, who were so helpful and enjoyable to work with; it was smooth sailing from the
moment we were introduced.My brother, Richard Zwirn, offered oodles of suggestions and for
that, as well as for his genuine interest and enthusiasm, I’m truly appreciative. Thank you to the
women who tested some of the recipes: my mom and cookie-loving friends Andrea Pyenson,
Catherine Walthers, and Bridie Hilperts.And, finally, a big thank-you to my husband, Mark
Granoff, whose keen sense of taste can discern a great cookie from a second-rate treat and for
providing unflagging support through many months of floury surfaces, a kitchen sink perpetually
filled with mixing bowls, and unavoidable overeating. Never did he seem to mind logging a few
extra miles on his bike to burn off those excess cookie calories.AcknowledgmentsThis book was
a joy to write—really, what could be more fun than baking batches of yummy cookies and eating
them with friends and family?—but what made it particularly special was sharing the experience
with Corinne Planche, friend and neighbor, whose beautiful photographs grace these pages.
From the get-go, Corinne was as excited as I was about the project, and her creativity and skill
turned mere cookies into the most spectacular holiday treats.To our favorite cookie monsters,
Alex, Todd, Pierre-Edouard, Valerian, and Eugenie, who eagerly devoured and honestly
critiqued the platefuls upon platefuls of treats set before them. To Mark and Patrick, too, may
your waistlines never suffer from too many cookies.To Carla Glasser, my agent, who on faith and
trust gave me this fantastic opportunity, I am very grateful. To my cousin Patricia Shimm—thank
you, thank you!—for putting the bug in Carla’s ear. To David Sweeney, director of cookbooks at
William Morrow, and Stephanie Fraser, my editor, who were so helpful and enjoyable to work
with; it was smooth sailing from the moment we were introduced.My brother, Richard Zwirn,
offered oodles of suggestions and for that, as well as for his genuine interest and enthusiasm,
I’m truly appreciative. Thank you to the women who tested some of the recipes: my mom and
cookie-loving friends Andrea Pyenson, Catherine Walthers, and Bridie Hilperts.And, finally, a big
thank-you to my husband, Mark Granoff, whose keen sense of taste can discern a great cookie
from a second-rate treat and for providing unflagging support through many months of floury
surfaces, a kitchen sink perpetually filled with mixing bowls, and unavoidable overeating. Never
did he seem to mind logging a few extra miles on his bike to burn off those excess cookie
calories.IntroductionChristmas is a holiday that holds different meanings for different people, but
I’d venture to say that baking and eating sweet things is universal. Some cultures celebrate with
traditional cakes, pies, and breads, but I’d have to say again that none of these is as widely
understood and loved as Christmas cookies. At some point, probably centuries ago, the words
Christmas and cookies became inextricably linked and now their various flavors, shapes, and
colors bring joy to holiday revelers and bakers everywhere. Despite their simplicity—that is,
compared with other, more complicated desserts—cookies have become a symbol of holiday
cheer, enjoyed by young and old, baked by novice and expert, and used as a currency of love
and caring.What, then, you might ask, makes a cookie a Christmas cookie? The simple answer



is that these treats are traditionally baked and served—and reserved—for the holiday season.
The recipes might reflect age-old family or cultural traditions or might be more recent favorites
that have become part of the annual festivities. In either case, the bite-size treats have a way of
shaping memories and helping to preserve the magic of the season.The other reasons why
specific cookies are featured at Christmastime are more mundane. For one, their flavors belong
to winter. Traditional spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, and clove and sweeteners such
as molasses, honey, and maple syrup make the treats rich-tasting and wonderfully fragrant.
Flavors of peppermint and eggnog delight with their once-a-year appearances. Of course, an
even more obvious giveaway to those treats destined for the holiday table or festive gift boxes is
their familiar shapes and colors. From stars and bells to snowmen and Christmas trees,
decorated with red and green sugar crystals, colorful icings, or wintry dustings of powdered
sugar, these are cookies dressed in their finest holiday splendor.What’s most important,
however, is that all the sweet, buttery, spicy, colorful goodness tastes spectacular. Only the best
and freshest ingredients should go into making Christmas cookies. Pull out all the stops and buy
the finest chocolate, good-quality butter, and fresh supplies of nuts and dried fruits. Bring out the
enchanting aromas of the season by updating your spice rack. Replenish your supplies of flour,
sugar, and leaveners. And last, but by no means least, make sure all your equipment is in good
working order, your cookie sheets and baking pans clean, and all the necessary utensils and
holiday cookie cutters handy. Oh, and stock up on parchment paper. It’s a pan washer’s best
friend.For the holiday baker, the baking ritual is as much a part of the season’s preparation as
decorating the house and hitting the shopping malls. Over the years I’ve discovered that
Christmas cookie bakers usually fall into one of two categories. The early birds head to the
kitchen in October, getting a jump start on the season by piling layers upon layers of cookies in
their freezers. These folks subscribe to the useful maxim of “don’t put off till tomorrow what you
can get done today” and are well stocked months ahead. The other school can best be
described as “wait to bake,” and its members believe that only in December does holiday baking
feel right. This group spends full days and even longer nights in the kitchen, churning out scads
of cookies just before a Christmas party or gift-giving occasion.But no matter what month it is,
the holiday cookie baker jumps fearlessly into the kitchen, surrounded by her or his batterie de
cuisine and grocery bags loaded with ingredients, primed to scoop flour, beat butter, melt
chocolate, and whisk icing. What everyone realizes (usually at some ungodly hour and dozens
of cookies later) is that the bounty is best shared. Perhaps this is how the tradition of gifting
Christmas cookies began: as the result of overeager production! Yet what could be more
heartfelt than to wrap up tins of homemade cookies and shower them upon friends and family?
We might also contribute the treats to cookie swaps, bake sales, office parties, and our
children’s classrooms. Of course, we’ll make sure to leave plenty in cookie jars for our family and
lucky neighbors to enjoy. Nobody doesn’t like Christmas cookies.Whether you’re just starting the
tradition of holiday baking or have been doing it for years, all cooks need at least a handful of
reliably good recipes that are sure to please. Unearthing new recipes also satisfies an inherent



curiosity that I believe all bakers share. My goal in writing this book was to provide cookie bakers
everywhere, including the early birds, last-minute bakers, experienced cooks, and novices, with
recipes for traditional treats as well as for a few surprises that might soon become favorites.Don’t
let the small size of this book fool you. Consider it the best of the best. I baked hundreds of
different cookies to come up with these fabulous fifty that include something for everyone: treats
for chocoholics, holiday shapes for children (which can be baked and decorated by the little
ones, too), luxurious sandwich cookies, and plenty of spiced rounds, buttery wafers, and
decadent bars. It’s a collection you’ll never tire of. In fact, I hope you won’t confine yourself to
baking these treasures only in the few months—or weeks—leading up to Christmas. Many are
as wonderful in May as they are in December.So let’s start baking. It’s the surest way I know to
get into the holiday spirit. Whip up a batch of Chocolate Crinkles, Viennese Crescents, Toffee
Bars, or Ginger Coins—or any other cookie in this book—and watch your mood soar and smiles
come to the faces of those who happily nibble on your creations.IntroductionChristmas is a
holiday that holds different meanings for different people, but I’d venture to say that baking and
eating sweet things is universal. Some cultures celebrate with traditional cakes, pies, and
breads, but I’d have to say again that none of these is as widely understood and loved as
Christmas cookies. At some point, probably centuries ago, the words Christmas and cookies
became inextricably linked and now their various flavors, shapes, and colors bring joy to holiday
revelers and bakers everywhere. Despite their simplicity—that is, compared with other, more
complicated desserts—cookies have become a symbol of holiday cheer, enjoyed by young and
old, baked by novice and expert, and used as a currency of love and caring.What, then, you
might ask, makes a cookie a Christmas cookie? The simple answer is that these treats are
traditionally baked and served—and reserved—for the holiday season. The recipes might reflect
age-old family or cultural traditions or might be more recent favorites that have become part of
the annual festivities. In either case, the bite-size treats have a way of shaping memories and
helping to preserve the magic of the season.The other reasons why specific cookies are
featured at Christmastime are more mundane. For one, their flavors belong to winter. Traditional
spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, and clove and sweeteners such as molasses, honey,
and maple syrup make the treats rich-tasting and wonderfully fragrant. Flavors of peppermint
and eggnog delight with their once-a-year appearances. Of course, an even more obvious
giveaway to those treats destined for the holiday table or festive gift boxes is their familiar
shapes and colors. From stars and bells to snowmen and Christmas trees, decorated with red
and green sugar crystals, colorful icings, or wintry dustings of powdered sugar, these are
cookies dressed in their finest holiday splendor.What’s most important, however, is that all the
sweet, buttery, spicy, colorful goodness tastes spectacular. Only the best and freshest
ingredients should go into making Christmas cookies. Pull out all the stops and buy the finest
chocolate, good-quality butter, and fresh supplies of nuts and dried fruits. Bring out the
enchanting aromas of the season by updating your spice rack. Replenish your supplies of flour,
sugar, and leaveners. And last, but by no means least, make sure all your equipment is in good



working order, your cookie sheets and baking pans clean, and all the necessary utensils and
holiday cookie cutters handy. Oh, and stock up on parchment paper. It’s a pan washer’s best
friend.For the holiday baker, the baking ritual is as much a part of the season’s preparation as
decorating the house and hitting the shopping malls. Over the years I’ve discovered that
Christmas cookie bakers usually fall into one of two categories. The early birds head to the
kitchen in October, getting a jump start on the season by piling layers upon layers of cookies in
their freezers. These folks subscribe to the useful maxim of “don’t put off till tomorrow what you
can get done today” and are well stocked months ahead. The other school can best be
described as “wait to bake,” and its members believe that only in December does holiday baking
feel right. This group spends full days and even longer nights in the kitchen, churning out scads
of cookies just before a Christmas party or gift-giving occasion.But no matter what month it is,
the holiday cookie baker jumps fearlessly into the kitchen, surrounded by her or his batterie de
cuisine and grocery bags loaded with ingredients, primed to scoop flour, beat butter, melt
chocolate, and whisk icing. What everyone realizes (usually at some ungodly hour and dozens
of cookies later) is that the bounty is best shared. Perhaps this is how the tradition of gifting
Christmas cookies began: as the result of overeager production! Yet what could be more
heartfelt than to wrap up tins of homemade cookies and shower them upon friends and family?
We might also contribute the treats to cookie swaps, bake sales, office parties, and our
children’s classrooms. Of course, we’ll make sure to leave plenty in cookie jars for our family and
lucky neighbors to enjoy. Nobody doesn’t like Christmas cookies.Whether you’re just starting the
tradition of holiday baking or have been doing it for years, all cooks need at least a handful of
reliably good recipes that are sure to please. Unearthing new recipes also satisfies an inherent
curiosity that I believe all bakers share. My goal in writing this book was to provide cookie bakers
everywhere, including the early birds, last-minute bakers, experienced cooks, and novices, with
recipes for traditional treats as well as for a few surprises that might soon become favorites.Don’t
let the small size of this book fool you. Consider it the best of the best. I baked hundreds of
different cookies to come up with these fabulous fifty that include something for everyone: treats
for chocoholics, holiday shapes for children (which can be baked and decorated by the little
ones, too), luxurious sandwich cookies, and plenty of spiced rounds, buttery wafers, and
decadent bars. It’s a collection you’ll never tire of. In fact, I hope you won’t confine yourself to
baking these treasures only in the few months—or weeks—leading up to Christmas. Many are
as wonderful in May as they are in December.So let’s start baking. It’s the surest way I know to
get into the holiday spirit. Whip up a batch of Chocolate Crinkles, Viennese Crescents, Toffee
Bars, or Ginger Coins—or any other cookie in this book—and watch your mood soar and smiles
come to the faces of those who happily nibble on your creations.CHAPTER ONEThe Basics of
Cookie MakingA GREAT COOKIE IS MADE FROM FRESH, QUALITY INGREDIENTS. IF YOU
THINK OF THE LITTLE ROUNDS AND BARS AS JUST COMPACT CARRIERS OF FLAVOR,
YOU’LL SEE HOW IMPORTANT EVERY STICK OF BUTTER, OUNCE OF CHOCOLATE,
TEASPOON OF SPICE, AND CUP OF NUTS IS TO THE END RESULT. WHAT YOU MIX IN IS



WHAT YOU’LL TASTE, SO KEEP THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” FOREMOST IN
YOUR MIND AS YOU SHOP FOR INGREDIENTS.CHAPTER ONEThe Basics of Cookie
MakingA GREAT COOKIE IS MADE FROM FRESH, QUALITY INGREDIENTS. IF YOU THINK
OF THE LITTLE ROUNDS AND BARS AS JUST COMPACT CARRIERS OF FLAVOR, YOU’LL
SEE HOW IMPORTANT EVERY STICK OF BUTTER, OUNCE OF CHOCOLATE, TEASPOON
OF SPICE, AND CUP OF NUTS IS TO THE END RESULT. WHAT YOU MIX IN IS WHAT
YOU’LL TASTE, SO KEEP THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” FOREMOST IN YOUR
MIND AS YOU SHOP FOR INGREDIENTS.A GREAT COOKIE IS MADE FROM FRESH,
QUALITY INGREDIENTS. IF YOU THINK OF THE LITTLE ROUNDS AND BARS AS JUST
COMPACT CARRIERS OF FLAVOR, YOU’LL SEE HOW IMPORTANT EVERY STICK OF
BUTTER, OUNCE OF CHOCOLATE, TEASPOON OF SPICE, AND CUP OF NUTS IS TO THE
END RESULT. WHAT YOU MIX IN IS WHAT YOU’LL TASTE, SO KEEP THE PHRASE
“QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” FOREMOST IN YOUR MIND AS YOU SHOP FOR
INGREDIENTS.Making cookies also requires a heaping spoonful of patience. Chocolate must
be melted slowly so it doesn’t burn, butter and sugar must be beaten sufficiently until creamy,
and, in many recipes, the dough must be chilled to provide the best rolling and baking results. It’s
important not to take shortcuts or else the taste and texture of the cookies will suffer. If you’re in a
hurry, check out the Quick and Easy list.There are two shortcuts, however, that you’re free to
take. Both of these, in a small but significant way, forever changed my cookie-baking routine for
the better, allowing me to be more spontaneous and efficient.1 BUTTER MUST BE SOFT AND
PLIABLE TO BE PROPERLY CREAMED, but how often do we forget to take the sticks out of the
refrigerator ahead of time? If you’re very careful, butter can be softened in the microwave without
affecting its usability. Here’s how: Place one stick, still in its paper wrapping (or unwrap it and
place it on a microwave-safe plate or a sheet of wax paper), in the microwave. Turn the machine
on high for ten or eleven seconds. No more! You don’t want to melt the butter, which would
change the consistency of the dough and the cookies. When you lightly squeeze a stick of
softened butter it should leave impressions of your fingers, but it shouldn’t feel mushy. With this
little trick, there’s no more waiting for butter to soften before you can bake.2 TRY TO BE ONE
STEP AHEAD OF YOUR OVEN. Have the next batch of cookies ready to go on a clean sheet of
parchment paper. When a cookie sheet comes out of the oven, slide the parchment with the
baked cookies onto a rack, and then slide the parchment with the formed dough onto the sheet
and immediately place it in the oven. (Do this quickly because dough should never sit on a hot
sheet for more than a few seconds.) Now there’s no more waiting for hot cookie sheets to cool
before they can be used again.Otherwise, a cookie recipe, like all baking recipes, is a formula.
Yes, that bowl full of yummy ingredients is bound up in the science of chemistry. So read through
the recipe carefully, follow it precisely, and measure accurately; your cookie baking will not only
be loads of fun but successful!A QUICK WORD ON HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED: The
recipes are grouped by the type of cookie, or more specifically, by how the cookie is made. Drop
cookies are formed by dropping the dough onto a cookie sheet with a spoon. Rolled cookies are



stamped into various shapes from dough that is rolled out. Bar cookies are baked in baking pans
and cut into bars. And so on. A few treats at the end of the book don’t even require an oven. The
book is organized this way because it allows you to easily locate the recipes you feel most
comfortable trying or have the appropriate equipment for. There are helpful tips for making each
type of cookie in their respective chapters.For those bakers, however, who care less about
cookie type and more about what’s inside—say, chocolate or lemon or no nuts—there’s a listing
of cookies by flavor at the back of the book. Use this list for inspiration and to satisfy your
cravings!Cookie-Baking GuidelinesHere are the key steps and rules for successful cookie
baking. Read them over a few times, then embed them in your cookie-baking routine.Before you
start, make sure you have all the necessary ingredients and enough time for pre- and post-
baking tasks. Many recipes require prep work, such as toasting nuts, grating citrus zest, and
chopping chocolate, before you can actually start assembling the dough. Some doughs need to
be chilled for an hour or more before baking. And a few bar cookies shouldn’t be left to cool for
too long after they come out of the oven; they must be cut while still warm or else they become
too hard or crumbly to slice.Preheat the oven for at least fifteen minutes before baking.You’ll
achieve the most consistent results when you bake one cookie sheet at a time on a rack in the
middle of the oven. If you want to use two sheets to move the job along (after first checking to
make sure the recipe suggests it), place the racks in the upper and lower thirds of the oven with
at least four inches between them so heat can circulate. Ideally, the bottom rack should be at the
top of the lower third of the oven and the top rack at the bottom of the top third. When using two
sheets, it’s important to rotate them from top to bottom and front to back about halfway through
baking to allow the cookies to bake evenly. Do it carefully, yet quickly, because the oven
temperature will drop the longer the oven door is open. If one sheet of cookies is done before the
other, pull it from the oven.Follow the recipe instructions for shaping the cookies to the proper
size or rolling the dough to the appropriate thickness in order to get uniform results and the
indicated yield. Cookies of the recommended size will bake evenly in the time suggested.Don’t
crowd the cookie sheet. Leave the suggested amount of space around the cookies, which
accounts for spreading and allows the oven heat to circulate and brown the cookies
properly.ALWAYS check the cookies a minute or two before the suggested minimum baking
time. Your oven may run hot or your cookies may be smaller or thinner than the size suggested,
causing them to bake faster. That being said, if your cookies take a few minutes longer, that’s
okay, too. Ovens vary tremendously. Follow the visual clues for doneness provided in each
recipe. Also, remember that most cookies firm up as they cool, so resist the temptation to add
minutes to the baking time to produce crispier treats. It will usually just result in dry, overbaked,
and possibly burnt-tasting cookies.When the cookies are done, immediately remove the cookie
sheet from the oven. Unless a recipe directs otherwise, remove the cookies from the sheet one
at a time, using a thin metal spatula, and place them on a cooling rack. For particularly fragile
cookies, it’s best to slide the parchment paper (with the cookies on it) onto a rack and let the
cookies sit until firm enough to place directly on the rack to finish cooling.Always let cookie



sheets cool before putting on the next batch of dough. Dough on a hot sheet will start to melt and
spread, changing the shape, texture, and even the taste of the baked cookie. To speed things
up, however, you can follow the shortcut and have the next batch ready to go on a clean sheet of
parchment. Slide the parchment onto the hot cookie sheet and immediately place the sheet in
the oven. (The key is to not let the dough sit on a hot baking sheet before it goes into the
oven.)Chilling and Freezing Cookie DoughRefrigerating cookie dough allows it to rest and firm
up before it is rolled and shaped. In some recipes, such as the Chocolate Crinkles and all the
Slice and Bake cookies, the dough is impossible to work with until it has had a good, long chill. In
general, whenever dough needs to be chilled before baking, it can be refrigerated for longer than
the time specified, usually up to three or four days. The dough will harden, but it will soften again
to rolling or shaping consistency after sitting at room temperature for about an hour.Cookie
doughs with high butter content freeze well, usually for up to three to four months. The type of
cookie will dictate whether the dough should be frozen in a disk shape (if it’s to be rolled out), a
ball (for drop or hand-shaped cookies), or a log (for slicing). In all cases, make sure to wrap it
snugly in plastic wrap and, for extra protection against frost, secure it with a layer of foil or in a
heavy-duty plastic bag. Label and date the package because frozen blobs and logs are difficult
to identify after a few months. You might even want to attach a piece of paper with the baking
instructions so you don’t have to hunt for the recipe when it’s time to bake. Thaw frozen dough in
the fridge overnight or, if needed sooner, for an hour or two at room temperature.Storing
CookiesStep number one of proper cookie storage is to cool the cookies completely. Treats that
are still warm from the oven create a steamy environment, perfect for turning their textures soft
and mushy.Step two is to choose containers with tight-fitting lids, be they plastic, metal, or
ceramic; or you could use sealable plastic bags. If wrapping cookies in foil, first surround them in
a layer of plastic wrap or wax paper for a more secure package because foil is easily punctured.
Iced, glazed, or sticky cookies, as well as those that are particularly fragile, should be stored in
layers separated by sheets of wax or parchment paper.And the final, cardinal rule of cookie
storage is that one container doesn’t fit all. For your cookies to taste as good as when they were
first baked, separate the different flavors and textures. Mild-flavored buttery rounds will acquire
notes of spice or citrus if packed next to cookies with these stronger flavors. And never should a
crunchy meet a softy! Crisp cookies will lose their delectable crunch if stored alongside moist or
chewy treats.Every recipe in this book includes storage recommendations. Unless specified
otherwise, cookies should be stored in airtight containers at room temperature. A time frame for
how long the cookies can be kept before their flavor and texture become less than perfect is also
included. While many cookies taste their absolute best on the day they’re baked or as close to it
as possible, others, such as spice cookies, develop their flavorful nuances over a few days’ time.
These treats, as well as super buttery varieties like sablés, sugar cookies, and shortbread, can
be kept for weeks. Iced and filled cookies generally don’t last as long, nor do they freeze well.
(An exception is the Fig Half-Moons.) If you want to freeze cookies that will be iced or glazed,
freeze them undecorated. Thaw the cookies at room temperature on wire racks for a few hours,



then decorate them as you would if they were fresh.Freezing CookiesTo freeze those cookies
that freeze well (and not all cookies do, so check the specific recipe), secure them with a snug
double wrapping to protect them from freezer burn. Wrap the cookies first in plastic, then
enclose them in a layer of foil or tuck them inside a heavy-duty freezer bag. When stacking the
treats, use wax or parchment paper to separate the layers.Frozen cookies can be thawed in the
refrigerator or at room temperature. If thawing at room temperature, open the package slightly so
moisture isn’t trapped inside. Some varieties, such as the Fig Half-Moons, Cornmeal Currant
Cookies, and biscotti, benefit from a few minutes heating and recrisping in a 350°F or 375°F
oven. (And then again, some of us love eating frozen cookies!)Making cookies also requires a
heaping spoonful of patience. Chocolate must be melted slowly so it doesn’t burn, butter and
sugar must be beaten sufficiently until creamy, and, in many recipes, the dough must be chilled
to provide the best rolling and baking results. It’s important not to take shortcuts or else the taste
and texture of the cookies will suffer. If you’re in a hurry, check out the Quick and Easy list.There
are two shortcuts, however, that you’re free to take. Both of these, in a small but significant way,
forever changed my cookie-baking routine for the better, allowing me to be more spontaneous
and efficient.1 BUTTER MUST BE SOFT AND PLIABLE TO BE PROPERLY CREAMED, but
how often do we forget to take the sticks out of the refrigerator ahead of time? If you’re very
careful, butter can be softened in the microwave without affecting its usability. Here’s how: Place
one stick, still in its paper wrapping (or unwrap it and place it on a microwave-safe plate or a
sheet of wax paper), in the microwave. Turn the machine on high for ten or eleven seconds. No
more! You don’t want to melt the butter, which would change the consistency of the dough and
the cookies. When you lightly squeeze a stick of softened butter it should leave impressions of
your fingers, but it shouldn’t feel mushy. With this little trick, there’s no more waiting for butter to
soften before you can bake.2 TRY TO BE ONE STEP AHEAD OF YOUR OVEN. Have the next
batch of cookies ready to go on a clean sheet of parchment paper. When a cookie sheet comes
out of the oven, slide the parchment with the baked cookies onto a rack, and then slide the
parchment with the formed dough onto the sheet and immediately place it in the oven. (Do this
quickly because dough should never sit on a hot sheet for more than a few seconds.) Now
there’s no more waiting for hot cookie sheets to cool before they can be used again.1 BUTTER
MUST BE SOFT AND PLIABLE TO BE PROPERLY CREAMED, but how often do we forget to
take the sticks out of the refrigerator ahead of time? If you’re very careful, butter can be softened
in the microwave without affecting its usability. Here’s how: Place one stick, still in its paper
wrapping (or unwrap it and place it on a microwave-safe plate or a sheet of wax paper), in the
microwave. Turn the machine on high for ten or eleven seconds. No more! You don’t want to melt
the butter, which would change the consistency of the dough and the cookies. When you lightly
squeeze a stick of softened butter it should leave impressions of your fingers, but it shouldn’t feel
mushy. With this little trick, there’s no more waiting for butter to soften before you can bake.2
TRY TO BE ONE STEP AHEAD OF YOUR OVEN. Have the next batch of cookies ready to go
on a clean sheet of parchment paper. When a cookie sheet comes out of the oven, slide the



parchment with the baked cookies onto a rack, and then slide the parchment with the formed
dough onto the sheet and immediately place it in the oven. (Do this quickly because dough
should never sit on a hot sheet for more than a few seconds.) Now there’s no more waiting for
hot cookie sheets to cool before they can be used again.Otherwise, a cookie recipe, like all
baking recipes, is a formula. Yes, that bowl full of yummy ingredients is bound up in the science
of chemistry. So read through the recipe carefully, follow it precisely, and measure accurately;
your cookie baking will not only be loads of fun but successful!A QUICK WORD ON HOW THIS
BOOK IS ORGANIZED: The recipes are grouped by the type of cookie, or more specifically, by
how the cookie is made. Drop cookies are formed by dropping the dough onto a cookie sheet
with a spoon. Rolled cookies are stamped into various shapes from dough that is rolled out. Bar
cookies are baked in baking pans and cut into bars. And so on. A few treats at the end of the
book don’t even require an oven. The book is organized this way because it allows you to easily
locate the recipes you feel most comfortable trying or have the appropriate equipment for. There
are helpful tips for making each type of cookie in their respective chapters.For those bakers,
however, who care less about cookie type and more about what’s inside—say, chocolate or
lemon or no nuts—there’s a listing of cookies by flavor at the back of the book. Use this list for
inspiration and to satisfy your cravings!Cookie-Baking GuidelinesHere are the key steps and
rules for successful cookie baking. Read them over a few times, then embed them in your cookie-
baking routine.Before you start, make sure you have all the necessary ingredients and enough
time for pre- and post-baking tasks. Many recipes require prep work, such as toasting nuts,
grating citrus zest, and chopping chocolate, before you can actually start assembling the dough.
Some doughs need to be chilled for an hour or more before baking. And a few bar cookies
shouldn’t be left to cool for too long after they come out of the oven; they must be cut while still
warm or else they become too hard or crumbly to slice.Preheat the oven for at least fifteen
minutes before baking.You’ll achieve the most consistent results when you bake one cookie
sheet at a time on a rack in the middle of the oven. If you want to use two sheets to move the job
along (after first checking to make sure the recipe suggests it), place the racks in the upper and
lower thirds of the oven with at least four inches between them so heat can circulate. Ideally, the
bottom rack should be at the top of the lower third of the oven and the top rack at the bottom of
the top third. When using two sheets, it’s important to rotate them from top to bottom and front to
back about halfway through baking to allow the cookies to bake evenly. Do it carefully, yet
quickly, because the oven temperature will drop the longer the oven door is open. If one sheet of
cookies is done before the other, pull it from the oven.Follow the recipe instructions for shaping
the cookies to the proper size or rolling the dough to the appropriate thickness in order to get
uniform results and the indicated yield. Cookies of the recommended size will bake evenly in the
time suggested.Don’t crowd the cookie sheet. Leave the suggested amount of space around the
cookies, which accounts for spreading and allows the oven heat to circulate and brown the
cookies properly.ALWAYS check the cookies a minute or two before the suggested minimum
baking time. Your oven may run hot or your cookies may be smaller or thinner than the size



suggested, causing them to bake faster. That being said, if your cookies take a few minutes
longer, that’s okay, too. Ovens vary tremendously. Follow the visual clues for doneness provided
in each recipe. Also, remember that most cookies firm up as they cool, so resist the temptation
to add minutes to the baking time to produce crispier treats. It will usually just result in dry,
overbaked, and possibly burnt-tasting cookies.When the cookies are done, immediately remove
the cookie sheet from the oven. Unless a recipe directs otherwise, remove the cookies from the
sheet one at a time, using a thin metal spatula, and place them on a cooling rack. For particularly
fragile cookies, it’s best to slide the parchment paper (with the cookies on it) onto a rack and let
the cookies sit until firm enough to place directly on the rack to finish cooling.Always let cookie
sheets cool before putting on the next batch of dough. Dough on a hot sheet will start to melt and
spread, changing the shape, texture, and even the taste of the baked cookie. To speed things
up, however, you can follow the shortcut and have the next batch ready to go on a clean sheet of
parchment. Slide the parchment onto the hot cookie sheet and immediately place the sheet in
the oven. (The key is to not let the dough sit on a hot baking sheet before it goes into the
oven.)Chilling and Freezing Cookie DoughRefrigerating cookie dough allows it to rest and firm
up before it is rolled and shaped. In some recipes, such as the Chocolate Crinkles and all the
Slice and Bake cookies, the dough is impossible to work with until it has had a good, long chill. In
general, whenever dough needs to be chilled before baking, it can be refrigerated for longer than
the time specified, usually up to three or four days. The dough will harden, but it will soften again
to rolling or shaping consistency after sitting at room temperature for about an hour.Cookie
doughs with high butter content freeze well, usually for up to three to four months. The type of
cookie will dictate whether the dough should be frozen in a disk shape (if it’s to be rolled out), a
ball (for drop or hand-shaped cookies), or a log (for slicing). In all cases, make sure to wrap it
snugly in plastic wrap and, for extra protection against frost, secure it with a layer of foil or in a
heavy-duty plastic bag. Label and date the package because frozen blobs and logs are difficult
to identify after a few months. You might even want to attach a piece of paper with the baking
instructions so you don’t have to hunt for the recipe when it’s time to bake. Thaw frozen dough in
the fridge overnight or, if needed sooner, for an hour or two at room temperature.Storing
CookiesStep number one of proper cookie storage is to cool the cookies completely. Treats that
are still warm from the oven create a steamy environment, perfect for turning their textures soft
and mushy.Step two is to choose containers with tight-fitting lids, be they plastic, metal, or
ceramic; or you could use sealable plastic bags. If wrapping cookies in foil, first surround them in
a layer of plastic wrap or wax paper for a more secure package because foil is easily punctured.
Iced, glazed, or sticky cookies, as well as those that are particularly fragile, should be stored in
layers separated by sheets of wax or parchment paper.And the final, cardinal rule of cookie
storage is that one container doesn’t fit all. For your cookies to taste as good as when they were
first baked, separate the different flavors and textures. Mild-flavored buttery rounds will acquire
notes of spice or citrus if packed next to cookies with these stronger flavors. And never should a
crunchy meet a softy! Crisp cookies will lose their delectable crunch if stored alongside moist or



chewy treats.Every recipe in this book includes storage recommendations. Unless specified
otherwise, cookies should be stored in airtight containers at room temperature. A time frame for
how long the cookies can be kept before their flavor and texture become less than perfect is also
included. While many cookies taste their absolute best on the day they’re baked or as close to it
as possible, others, such as spice cookies, develop their flavorful nuances over a few days’ time.
These treats, as well as super buttery varieties like sablés, sugar cookies, and shortbread, can
be kept for weeks. Iced and filled cookies generally don’t last as long, nor do they freeze well.
(An exception is the Fig Half-Moons.) If you want to freeze cookies that will be iced or glazed,
freeze them undecorated. Thaw the cookies at room temperature on wire racks for a few hours,
then decorate them as you would if they were fresh.Freezing CookiesTo freeze those cookies
that freeze well (and not all cookies do, so check the specific recipe), secure them with a snug
double wrapping to protect them from freezer burn. Wrap the cookies first in plastic, then
enclose them in a layer of foil or tuck them inside a heavy-duty freezer bag. When stacking the
treats, use wax or parchment paper to separate the layers.Frozen cookies can be thawed in the
refrigerator or at room temperature. If thawing at room temperature, open the package slightly so
moisture isn’t trapped inside. Some varieties, such as the Fig Half-Moons, Cornmeal Currant
Cookies, and biscotti, benefit from a few minutes heating and recrisping in a 350°F or 375°F
oven. (And then again, some of us love eating frozen cookies!)CHAPTER TWOGiving
CookiesHOMEMADE COOKIES MAKE GREAT GIFTS. NOT ONLY ARE THEY DELICIOUS,
BUT THE TREATS ARE AN OFFERING OF YOUR TIME AND LOVE. FOR CHRISTMAS, THE
SKY’S THE LIMIT AS TO THE NUMBER OF WAYS YOU CAN PACKAGE THEM: PLACE THE
TREATS ON A DECORATIVE PLATE, WRAP THEM UP IN AN ATTRACTIVE TIN, BOX, OR
BASKET, OR PILE THEM INTO A SMALL HOLIDAY-THEMED SHOPPING BAG. COLORED
PLASTIC WRAP OR CELLOPHANE, DECORATIVE TISSUE AND WRAPPING PAPER, AND
PLENTY OF RIBBONS AND BOWS WILL MAKE THE PACKAGING FESTIVE.CHAPTER
TWOGiving CookiesHOMEMADE COOKIES MAKE GREAT GIFTS. NOT ONLY ARE THEY
DELICIOUS, BUT THE TREATS ARE AN OFFERING OF YOUR TIME AND LOVE. FOR
CHRISTMAS, THE SKY’S THE LIMIT AS TO THE NUMBER OF WAYS YOU CAN PACKAGE
THEM: PLACE THE TREATS ON A DECORATIVE PLATE, WRAP THEM UP IN AN
ATTRACTIVE TIN, BOX, OR BASKET, OR PILE THEM INTO A SMALL HOLIDAY-THEMED
SHOPPING BAG. COLORED PLASTIC WRAP OR CELLOPHANE, DECORATIVE TISSUE
AND WRAPPING PAPER, AND PLENTY OF RIBBONS AND BOWS WILL MAKE THE
PACKAGING FESTIVE.HOMEMADE COOKIES MAKE GREAT GIFTS. NOT ONLY ARE THEY
DELICIOUS, BUT THE TREATS ARE AN OFFERING OF YOUR TIME AND LOVE. FOR
CHRISTMAS, THE SKY’S THE LIMIT AS TO THE NUMBER OF WAYS YOU CAN PACKAGE
THEM: PLACE THE TREATS ON A DECORATIVE PLATE, WRAP THEM UP IN AN
ATTRACTIVE TIN, BOX, OR BASKET, OR PILE THEM INTO A SMALL HOLIDAY-THEMED
SHOPPING BAG. COLORED PLASTIC WRAP OR CELLOPHANE, DECORATIVE TISSUE
AND WRAPPING PAPER, AND PLENTY OF RIBBONS AND BOWS WILL MAKE THE



PACKAGING FESTIVE.Always attach cards or labels with the cookie names written on them
along with a list of ingredients in case of possible allergies. Even better, include the
recipes.When packaging cookies to give (in person) or send, follow the same rules for storing
them: Keep flavors and textures separated so they taste and crunch as intended. Enclose same-
kind cookies in plastic wrap or small, sealable plastic bags. Iced or glazed treats should be
separated by layers of wax paper so they don’t stick together.The best cookies to mail are those
that are sturdy and keep well. These include shortbread and other firm buttery cookies, and
most bar, sugar, and spice cookies, which will stay fresh for a week or more. Meringues,
sandwich and filled cookies, and any other fragile treats are best enjoyed closer to home.When
mailing cookies, pack them in a holiday tin, paper box, or plastic container. (A clean shoe box
works, too.) Pack the treats close together, cushioned with bubble wrap or tissue paper for extra
protection, and make sure there’s no room for wiggling. Think snug. And go for holiday color. Buy
some colored cellophane, plastic wrap, or tissue paper to line the inside of the container. Peeling
away the layers to see what’s inside is part of the excitement.Linzer CookiesThe container(s)
should then be packed in a slightly larger box for mailing. Create a tight fit inside the carton by
using crumpled newspaper or foam packing peanuts to keep the cookie container(s) from
bouncing around. How you send the package may depend on your holiday budget, but shipping
by pony express won’t help your cookies. It’s best to ship overnight or by priority mail, which
typically takes two days, to guarantee that the treats arrive in tasty condition.GOOD COOKIES
FOR MAILINGChocolate Espresso WafersChocolate Shortbread WedgesCornmeal Currant
CookiesCranberry Pistachio BiscottiDutch Spice CookiesGinger Coins 59Hazelnut
BiscottiMexican Chocolate SnowballsPeanut Brittle BarsPecan SandiesPinwheel CookiesRocky
Road BitesRum BallsSugar CookiesToffee BarsTurtle BarsOne More Gift IdeaGive dough.
Cookie dough, that is. The recipient then has the opportunity to bake cookies whenever the
mood strikes. Load the dough into sturdy plastic tubs (unless it’s rolled into a log for Slice and
Bake cookies) and attach baking instructions. Check out the list of Make-Ahead and Freeze
Cookie Dough for yummy options. Date the package and instruct that the dough should be
frozen if not used within two days.Always attach cards or labels with the cookie names written on
them along with a list of ingredients in case of possible allergies. Even better, include the
recipes.When packaging cookies to give (in person) or send, follow the same rules for storing
them: Keep flavors and textures separated so they taste and crunch as intended. Enclose same-
kind cookies in plastic wrap or small, sealable plastic bags. Iced or glazed treats should be
separated by layers of wax paper so they don’t stick together.The best cookies to mail are those
that are sturdy and keep well. These include shortbread and other firm buttery cookies, and
most bar, sugar, and spice cookies, which will stay fresh for a week or more. Meringues,
sandwich and filled cookies, and any other fragile treats are best enjoyed closer to home.When
mailing cookies, pack them in a holiday tin, paper box, or plastic container. (A clean shoe box
works, too.) Pack the treats close together, cushioned with bubble wrap or tissue paper for extra
protection, and make sure there’s no room for wiggling. Think snug. And go for holiday color. Buy



some colored cellophane, plastic wrap, or tissue paper to line the inside of the container. Peeling
away the layers to see what’s inside is part of the excitement.Linzer CookiesThe container(s)
should then be packed in a slightly larger box for mailing. Create a tight fit inside the carton by
using crumpled newspaper or foam packing peanuts to keep the cookie container(s) from
bouncing around. How you send the package may depend on your holiday budget, but shipping
by pony express won’t help your cookies. It’s best to ship overnight or by priority mail, which
typically takes two days, to guarantee that the treats arrive in tasty condition.GOOD COOKIES
FOR MAILINGChocolate Espresso WafersChocolate Shortbread WedgesCornmeal Currant
CookiesCranberry Pistachio BiscottiDutch Spice CookiesGinger Coins 59Hazelnut
BiscottiMexican Chocolate SnowballsPeanut Brittle BarsPecan SandiesPinwheel CookiesRocky
Road BitesRum BallsSugar CookiesToffee BarsTurtle BarsGOOD COOKIES FOR
MAILINGChocolate Espresso WafersChocolate Shortbread WedgesCornmeal Currant
CookiesCranberry Pistachio BiscottiDutch Spice CookiesGinger Coins 59Hazelnut
BiscottiMexican Chocolate SnowballsPeanut Brittle BarsPecan SandiesPinwheel CookiesRocky
Road BitesRum BallsSugar CookiesToffee BarsTurtle BarsOne More Gift IdeaGive dough.
Cookie dough, that is. The recipient then has the opportunity to bake cookies whenever the
mood strikes. Load the dough into sturdy plastic tubs (unless it’s rolled into a log for Slice and
Bake cookies) and attach baking instructions. Check out the list of Make-Ahead and Freeze
Cookie Dough for yummy options. Date the package and instruct that the dough should be
frozen if not used within two days.CHAPTER THREEHoliday Cookie PartiesFOR COOKS WHO
ARE ALWAYS LOOKING OVER THEIR SHOULDER AT WHAT THEIR NEIGHBORS OR
FRIENDS ARE BAKING, A COOKIE SWAP IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN A FEW
NEW TRICKS AND GATHER A BUNCH OF GREAT RECIPES. FOR THE NOVICE, IT’S AN
OPPORTUNITY TO START BUILDING A COOKIE REPERTOIRE. AND FOR THE COOKIE
MONSTER IN ALL OF US, IT’S SIMPLY DELICIOUS!CHAPTER THREEHoliday Cookie
PartiesFOR COOKS WHO ARE ALWAYS LOOKING OVER THEIR SHOULDER AT WHAT
THEIR NEIGHBORS OR FRIENDS ARE BAKING, A COOKIE SWAP IS A GREAT
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN A FEW NEW TRICKS AND GATHER A BUNCH OF GREAT
RECIPES. FOR THE NOVICE, IT’S AN OPPORTUNITY TO START BUILDING A COOKIE
REPERTOIRE. AND FOR THE COOKIE MONSTER IN ALL OF US, IT’S SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
FOR COOKS WHO ARE ALWAYS LOOKING OVER THEIR SHOULDER AT WHAT THEIR
NEIGHBORS OR FRIENDS ARE BAKING, A COOKIE SWAP IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO
LEARN A FEW NEW TRICKS AND GATHER A BUNCH OF GREAT RECIPES. FOR THE
NOVICE, IT’S AN OPPORTUNITY TO START BUILDING A COOKIE REPERTOIRE. AND FOR
THE COOKIE MONSTER IN ALL OF US, IT’S SIMPLY DELICIOUS!How to Host a Holiday
Cookie SwapHere’s how a cookie swap (or exchange) typically works: you bring the required
amount of cookies, say, two or three dozen, and enough copies of your recipe for all the
attendees, and in exchange you get to assemble a container full of everyone else’s treats to take
home. Won’t your family be thrilled when you leave with a tin of the familiar and return with an



assortment they’ve never seen before!Hosting a holiday cookie swap is easy. First, pick a date a
few weeks before Christmas. Second, send out invitations requesting that guests bring a
specified amount of their chosen cookie (usually enough for each attendee to get at least three
or four of each kind) along with enough copies of the typed or handwritten recipe. Also, ask your
guests to bring a plate or container for carrying their goodies home. (Occasionally, the host will
graciously provide this.) As the host, you’ll need to supply plastic wrap, foil, and small plastic
bags for wrapping up the treats. Offer an assortment of beverages, such as eggnog, mulled
cider, wine, coffee, or tea, to quench cookie-logged thirsts.As the guests arrive, display their
offerings on holiday-decorated tables and countertops. Give everyone time to stroll around and
study the treats. After the oohs and aahs, it’s nice to have the bakers share a little history or
anecdotes about their recipes. Then comes the fun part: attendees grab a container and help
themselves to the allotted amount of cookies. Tasting should be wholeheartedly encouraged!
The folks back home don’t have to know how many cookies you started with.How to Host a
Holiday Cookie SwapHere’s how a cookie swap (or exchange) typically works: you bring the
required amount of cookies, say, two or three dozen, and enough copies of your recipe for all the
attendees, and in exchange you get to assemble a container full of everyone else’s treats to take
home. Won’t your family be thrilled when you leave with a tin of the familiar and return with an
assortment they’ve never seen before!Hosting a holiday cookie swap is easy. First, pick a date a
few weeks before Christmas. Second, send out invitations requesting that guests bring a
specified amount of their chosen cookie (usually enough for each attendee to get at least three
or four of each kind) along with enough copies of the typed or handwritten recipe. Also, ask your
guests to bring a plate or container for carrying their goodies home. (Occasionally, the host will
graciously provide this.) As the host, you’ll need to supply plastic wrap, foil, and small plastic
bags for wrapping up the treats. Offer an assortment of beverages, such as eggnog, mulled
cider, wine, coffee, or tea, to quench cookie-logged thirsts.As the guests arrive, display their
offerings on holiday-decorated tables and countertops. Give everyone time to stroll around and
study the treats. After the oohs and aahs, it’s nice to have the bakers share a little history or
anecdotes about their recipes. Then comes the fun part: attendees grab a container and help
themselves to the allotted amount of cookies. Tasting should be wholeheartedly encouraged!
The folks back home don’t have to know how many cookies you started with.How to Host a
Cookie-Making or Cookie-Decorating PartyThese two party ideas are designed mostly for kids,
but they’re certainly not exclusive to children. Maybe the man or woman in your life has hidden
cookie-decorating talent. For the inner baker in most of us, but especially the little ones, it’s great
fun plunging wrist-deep into cookie dough, rolling it out, and stamping gingerbread people,
sugar cookie Christmas trees, and stained-glass stars. What joy shaking out red and green
sugar crystals over holiday shapes awaiting their turn for the oven! Expect plenty of smiles and
mess. (Warning: Neatniks should let others host these events.) Everyone gets to eat her or his
creations or take them home.For a COOKIE-MAKING PARTY, the host can provide the
ingredients, equipment, and utensils, or the guests can chip in. Make sure to have plenty of



mixing bowls, cookie sheets, cookie cutters in holiday shapes, rolls of parchment paper, and pot
holders. Activities are best organized into stations, such as the beating and mixing station,
dough-shaping area, and rolling and cookie-cutting surface. Everyone, however, gets to work the
nibbling station!For doughs that need to be refrigerated before being shaped or rolled, each one
can be chilled while another variety is assembled and/or baked. The host can start the party off
by preparing one or two doughs ahead, which can be ready to roll after the bakers assemble
their first batch. Bar cookies, macaroons, and most drop cookies can go right into the oven after
they’re prepared.Sugar CookiesHow to Host a Cookie-Making or Cookie-Decorating PartyThese
two party ideas are designed mostly for kids, but they’re certainly not exclusive to children.
Maybe the man or woman in your life has hidden cookie-decorating talent. For the inner baker in
most of us, but especially the little ones, it’s great fun plunging wrist-deep into cookie dough,
rolling it out, and stamping gingerbread people, sugar cookie Christmas trees, and stained-glass
stars. What joy shaking out red and green sugar crystals over holiday shapes awaiting their turn
for the oven! Expect plenty of smiles and mess. (Warning: Neatniks should let others host these
events.) Everyone gets to eat her or his creations or take them home.For a COOKIE-MAKING
PARTY, the host can provide the ingredients, equipment, and utensils, or the guests can chip in.
Make sure to have plenty of mixing bowls, cookie sheets, cookie cutters in holiday shapes, rolls
of parchment paper, and pot holders. Activities are best organized into stations, such as the
beating and mixing station, dough-shaping area, and rolling and cookie-cutting surface.
Everyone, however, gets to work the nibbling station!For doughs that need to be refrigerated
before being shaped or rolled, each one can be chilled while another variety is assembled and/
or baked. The host can start the party off by preparing one or two doughs ahead, which can be
ready to roll after the bakers assemble their first batch. Bar cookies, macaroons, and most drop
cookies can go right into the oven after they’re prepared.Sugar CookiesFor a cookie-making
party, try these fun-to-make cookies:Chocolate Caramel ThumbprintsChocolate Crinkles (this
dough needs to be made the day before)Chocolate Peppermint CookiesCoconut
MacaroonsGingerbread PeopleMolasses Ginger CookiesOrange Poppy Seed DropsPeanut
Butter Chocolate KissesPecan ButterballsSugar CookiesSugar Cookies with Stained GlassFor a
COOKIE-DECORATING PARTY, the host usually provides plain sugar cookies and/or
gingerbread shapes and plenty of decorations. The host can bake all the cookies ahead of time
or, better yet, send out a recipe a week before the party and ask volunteers to each bake a few
dozen. If you’re pressed for time, you could even arrange to purchase plain cutouts from a local
bakery.At this event, the fun is in the decorating, so you’ll want to have a generous supply of
sugars, candies, and icing as well as the necessary tools. Icing is decorative on its own and
serves as the glue that allows the other decorations to stick to the cookie. You’ll find a recipe for
Royal Icing and a simpler Confectioners’ Sugar Icing, respectively.Sugar Cookies with Stained
GlassFor a cookie-making party, try these fun-to-make cookies:Chocolate Caramel
ThumbprintsChocolate Crinkles (this dough needs to be made the day before)Chocolate
Peppermint CookiesCoconut MacaroonsGingerbread PeopleMolasses Ginger CookiesOrange



Poppy Seed DropsPeanut Butter Chocolate KissesPecan ButterballsSugar CookiesSugar
Cookies with Stained GlassChocolate Caramel ThumbprintsChocolate Crinkles (this dough
needs to be made the day before)Chocolate Peppermint CookiesCoconut
MacaroonsGingerbread PeopleMolasses Ginger CookiesOrange Poppy Seed DropsPeanut
Butter Chocolate KissesPecan ButterballsSugar CookiesSugar Cookies with Stained GlassFor a
COOKIE-DECORATING PARTY, the host usually provides plain sugar cookies and/or
gingerbread shapes and plenty of decorations. The host can bake all the cookies ahead of time
or, better yet, send out a recipe a week before the party and ask volunteers to each bake a few
dozen. If you’re pressed for time, you could even arrange to purchase plain cutouts from a local
bakery.At this event, the fun is in the decorating, so you’ll want to have a generous supply of
sugars, candies, and icing as well as the necessary tools. Icing is decorative on its own and
serves as the glue that allows the other decorations to stick to the cookie. You’ll find a recipe for
Royal Icing and a simpler Confectioners’ Sugar Icing, respectively.Sugar Cookies with Stained
GlassFor a cookie-decorating party, you’ll need the following items:EDIBLESConfectioners’
sugarDecorative sugars, including colored sugars and coarse sugars, such as sanding, pearl,
and sparklingEgg-white powder (also called meringue powder)Food coloringsHomemade or
store-bought icingMini candies (such as Red Hots and mini M&Ms)Multicolored
nonpareilsRaisins and currantsSliced almondsSprinkles (chocolate and
multicolored)Sweetened shredded coconutTOOLSBowls (lots of small bowls or
ramekins)Frosting spreadersMini paintbrushesPastry brushesSqueeze bottles, small plastic
bags, and/or pastry bags with different tipsWax paper, plastic wrap, and foilSugar CookiesFor a
cookie-decorating party, you’ll need the following items:EDIBLESConfectioners’
sugarDecorative sugars, including colored sugars and coarse sugars, such as sanding, pearl,
and sparklingEgg-white powder (also called meringue powder)Food coloringsHomemade or
store-bought icingMini candies (such as Red Hots and mini M&Ms)Multicolored
nonpareilsRaisins and currantsSliced almondsSprinkles (chocolate and
multicolored)Sweetened shredded coconutEDIBLESConfectioners’ sugarDecorative sugars,
including colored sugars and coarse sugars, such as sanding, pearl, and sparklingEgg-white
powder (also called meringue powder)Food coloringsHomemade or store-bought icingMini
candies (such as Red Hots and mini M&Ms)Multicolored nonpareilsRaisins and currantsSliced
almondsSprinkles (chocolate and multicolored)Sweetened shredded coconutTOOLSBowls (lots
of small bowls or ramekins)Frosting spreadersMini paintbrushesPastry brushesSqueeze bottles,
small plastic bags, and/or pastry bags with different tipsWax paper, plastic wrap, and
foilTOOLSBowls (lots of small bowls or ramekins)Frosting spreadersMini paintbrushesPastry
brushesSqueeze bottles, small plastic bags, and/or pastry bags with different tipsWax paper,
plastic wrap, and foilSugar CookiesCHAPTER FOURKey Ingredients for the Cookie BakerTO
REITERATE WHAT I SAID ON THE VERY FIRST PAGE, THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY
OUT” SHOULD BE THE COOKIE BAKER’S MANTRA. WHEN IT COMES TO INGREDIENTS,
USE THE BEST YOU CAN FIND OR AFFORD AND MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS



FRESH.CHAPTER FOURKey Ingredients for the Cookie BakerTO REITERATE WHAT I SAID
ON THE VERY FIRST PAGE, THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” SHOULD BE THE
COOKIE BAKER’S MANTRA. WHEN IT COMES TO INGREDIENTS, USE THE BEST YOU
CAN FIND OR AFFORD AND MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS FRESH.TO REITERATE WHAT I
SAID ON THE VERY FIRST PAGE, THE PHRASE “QUALITY IN, QUALITY OUT” SHOULD BE
THE COOKIE BAKER’S MANTRA. WHEN IT COMES TO INGREDIENTS, USE THE BEST
YOU CAN FIND OR AFFORD AND MAKE SURE EVERYTHING IS FRESH.BAKING POWDER
AND BAKING SODA: In cookies, these leavening agents help lift and lighten the texture of the
dough. Baking soda also helps with browning. Although both tend to last a long time, baking
powder, in particular, won’t leaven if it’s too old. Date the containers when you purchase them
and throw them out after a year.BUTTER: Nothing’s better than real butter, especially in cookies,
in which its flavor is so discernible. Use only unsalted butter, which contains less water and is
generally fresher-tasting than salted butter. The first step of most cookie recipes is beating the
butter, and to do this it must be soft but not mushy. Squeezing a stick with your fingers should
just leave their impressions. Check out the shortcut for when the butter is cold but you’re in the
mood to bake!When adding butter to dry ingredients in a food processor, always cut it into one-
tablespoon or smaller pieces so it can be absorbed evenly and with minimal processing.Tip:
Watch out for incorrectly aligned paper wrappers on sticks of butter when you’re slicing off just a
few tablespoons. Remove the wrapper, place it back over the butter with the measurement
markings lined up properly, and slice off the amount you need.CHOCOLATE: Good-quality
chocolate makes a difference. What they say about wine—if you wouldn’t want to drink it, don’t
cook with it—applies to chocolate: if you wouldn’t want to eat it, don’t bake with it.When a recipe
calls for bittersweet chocolate, choose one with at least 60 percent chocolate liquor, which is the
combination of cocoa solids and cocoa butter or essentially everything that is derived from the
cacao bean. Semisweet chocolate usually contains between 35 percent and 55 percent
chocolate liquor. The rest of what’s in chocolate is mostly sugar, so the higher the cocoa
percentage, the more intense the chocolate flavor and the less sugar there is. Milk chocolate is
sweeter than semisweet chocolate and has milk added. Unsweetened chocolate contains no
sugar and is approximately 99 percent chocolate liquor.To find a few brands you like, taste them
out of the wrapper and in baked goods. Before baking with any chocolate, make sure it’s fresh;
the chocolate should be glossy and firm. Store all chocolate in a cool, dark, and dry place.TWO
PIECES OF ADVICE: (1) Don’t use semisweet chocolate chips (morsels) for any of the
chocolate called for in this book. (The only exception might be for the kid-friendly Peanut Butter
Chocolate Squares if you’d rather not waste your good dark chocolate.) The chips are sweeter
and less chocolaty than regular block chocolate and they don’t melt as well. (2) If you buy
chocolate in large chunks that your market has chopped, wrapped, and labeled, taste it before
you bake with it. I once purchased a one-pound slab marked “62 percent bittersweet chocolate”
only to discover—thankfully, before I baked with it!—that it was unsweetened
chocolate.MELTING CHOCOLATE: The key to melting chocolate is to do it gently so it doesn’t



burn or turn grainy. It’s best to use the double-boiler method by either using a set of nesting
saucepans (called a double boiler) or setting a stainless steel or glass bowl over the rim of a
saucepan containing about an inch or two of barely simmering water. The bottom of the bowl
should not touch the water. Always start with chocolate that has been chopped into small chunks
and stir often. Remove the bowl from the heat before the chocolate is fully melted and stir to melt
the remaining pieces. Be careful not to let the chocolate come in contact with water (or steam)
as just a few drops of liquid can cause it to “seize” and become a grainy mess.Chocolate can
also be melted in the microwave. Place chopped chocolate in a microwave-safe bowl or glass
measuring cup and melt it in twenty- to thirty-second increments on medium power, stirring after
each interval. Stirring is important because the chocolate will continue to maintain its shape
even when it’s melted.COCOA POWDER: For baking, use only unsweetened cocoa powder,
which comes two ways: natural and Dutch-processed. The latter has been treated with an alkali
to neutralize the acidity in chocolate, leaving it with a slightly less intense flavor and darker color.
When natural (nonalkalized) cocoa is used, the recipe usually contains baking soda, which
helps tame the acidity. If the recipe doesn’t specify which kind to use, natural cocoa is
fine.COCONUT: For the two recipes in this book that call for coconut, use the sweetened
shredded variety that is readily available in supermarkets.DAIRY PRODUCTS: “Heavy cream”
and “whipping cream” can be used interchangeably in these recipes. (The difference is typically
a tiny bit more butterfat in heavy cream.) For recipes calling for milk, 1 percent or 2 percent milk
can replace whole milk. Regular cream cheese is preferable to low-fat versions; don’t use
whipped cream cheese or nonfat products because the cookies’ taste and texture will be
affected.DRIED FRUIT: Dried fruits are, of course, dried, but they should be fresh. Purchase
soft, moist, flavorful fruit, and discard any that’s been hanging around too long, especially if the
fruit is rock hard or (yikes!) moldy.BAKING POWDER AND BAKING SODA: In cookies, these
leavening agents help lift and lighten the texture of the dough. Baking soda also helps with
browning. Although both tend to last a long time, baking powder, in particular, won’t leaven if it’s
too old. Date the containers when you purchase them and throw them out after a year.BUTTER:
Nothing’s better than real butter, especially in cookies, in which its flavor is so discernible. Use
only unsalted butter, which contains less water and is generally fresher-tasting than salted
butter. The first step of most cookie recipes is beating the butter, and to do this it must be soft
but not mushy. Squeezing a stick with your fingers should just leave their impressions. Check out
the shortcut for when the butter is cold but you’re in the mood to bake!When adding butter to dry
ingredients in a food processor, always cut it into one-tablespoon or smaller pieces so it can be
absorbed evenly and with minimal processing.Tip: Watch out for incorrectly aligned paper
wrappers on sticks of butter when you’re slicing off just a few tablespoons. Remove the wrapper,
place it back over the butter with the measurement markings lined up properly, and slice off the
amount you need.CHOCOLATE: Good-quality chocolate makes a difference. What they say
about wine—if you wouldn’t want to drink it, don’t cook with it—applies to chocolate: if you
wouldn’t want to eat it, don’t bake with it.When a recipe calls for bittersweet chocolate, choose



one with at least 60 percent chocolate liquor, which is the combination of cocoa solids and
cocoa butter or essentially everything that is derived from the cacao bean. Semisweet chocolate
usually contains between 35 percent and 55 percent chocolate liquor. The rest of what’s in
chocolate is mostly sugar, so the higher the cocoa percentage, the more intense the chocolate
flavor and the less sugar there is. Milk chocolate is sweeter than semisweet chocolate and has
milk added. Unsweetened chocolate contains no sugar and is approximately 99 percent
chocolate liquor.To find a few brands you like, taste them out of the wrapper and in baked goods.
Before baking with any chocolate, make sure it’s fresh; the chocolate should be glossy and firm.
Store all chocolate in a cool, dark, and dry place.TWO PIECES OF ADVICE: (1) Don’t use
semisweet chocolate chips (morsels) for any of the chocolate called for in this book. (The only
exception might be for the kid-friendly Peanut Butter Chocolate Squares if you’d rather not waste
your good dark chocolate.) The chips are sweeter and less chocolaty than regular block
chocolate and they don’t melt as well. (2) If you buy chocolate in large chunks that your market
has chopped, wrapped, and labeled, taste it before you bake with it. I once purchased a one-
pound slab marked “62 percent bittersweet chocolate” only to discover—thankfully, before I
baked with it!—that it was unsweetened chocolate.MELTING CHOCOLATE: The key to melting
chocolate is to do it gently so it doesn’t burn or turn grainy. It’s best to use the double-boiler
method by either using a set of nesting saucepans (called a double boiler) or setting a stainless
steel or glass bowl over the rim of a saucepan containing about an inch or two of barely
simmering water. The bottom of the bowl should not touch the water. Always start with chocolate
that has been chopped into small chunks and stir often. Remove the bowl from the heat before
the chocolate is fully melted and stir to melt the remaining pieces. Be careful not to let the
chocolate come in contact with water (or steam) as just a few drops of liquid can cause it to
“seize” and become a grainy mess.Chocolate can also be melted in the microwave. Place
chopped chocolate in a microwave-safe bowl or glass measuring cup and melt it in twenty- to
thirty-second increments on medium power, stirring after each interval. Stirring is important
because the chocolate will continue to maintain its shape even when it’s melted.COCOA
POWDER: For baking, use only unsweetened cocoa powder, which comes two ways: natural
and Dutch-processed. The latter has been treated with an alkali to neutralize the acidity in
chocolate, leaving it with a slightly less intense flavor and darker color. When natural
(nonalkalized) cocoa is used, the recipe usually contains baking soda, which helps tame the
acidity. If the recipe doesn’t specify which kind to use, natural cocoa is fine.COCONUT: For the
two recipes in this book that call for coconut, use the sweetened shredded variety that is readily
available in supermarkets.DAIRY PRODUCTS: “Heavy cream” and “whipping cream” can be
used interchangeably in these recipes. (The difference is typically a tiny bit more butterfat in
heavy cream.) For recipes calling for milk, 1 percent or 2 percent milk can replace whole milk.
Regular cream cheese is preferable to low-fat versions; don’t use whipped cream cheese or
nonfat products because the cookies’ taste and texture will be affected.DRIED FRUIT: Dried
fruits are, of course, dried, but they should be fresh. Purchase soft, moist, flavorful fruit, and



discard any that’s been hanging around too long, especially if the fruit is rock hard or (yikes!)
moldy.
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S. D. Fischer, “One Stop Shopping for Traditional Cookie Recipes. Although the author says in
the introduction that 
  
Christmas Cookies: 50 Recipes to Treasure for the Holiday Season

  
  
is for new as well as experienced cooks, many of the recipes are traditional and likely to be in
multiple other sources on the bookshelf of any home baker. Only few of the 50 cookies were
new to me.This book would be a good choice for a new baker as it covers what I consider to be
the most popular Christmas cookies (sugar cookies, gingerbread men, peanut butter cookies
with Hershey kisses, linzer cookies, and rum balls to name a few). A new baker would be the
most likely to benefit from the chapters on the Basics of Cookie Making, Key Ingredients for the
Cookie Baker and Key Tools for the Cookie Baker which contain good basic tips that an
experienced baker probably already knows.I have listed the cookie recipes below so you can
determine whether they would be new to you or not. Each chapter includes tips for making that
type of cookie.The chapter on Drop Cookies includes recipes for:-Maple Walnut Cookies-Brown
Sugar Pecan Cookies-Lace Cookies-Almond Macaroons-Iced Lemon Rounds-Coconut
Macaroons-Cocoa Meringue Kisses-Mexican Chocolate SnowballsThe chapter on Rolled
Cookies includes recipes for:-Cornmeal Currant Cookies-Dutch Spice Cookies-Sugar Cookies-
Sugar Cookies with Stained Glass-Walnut Stars-Gingerbread PeopleThe chapter on Slice and
Bake Cookies includes recipes for:-Ginger Coins-Eggnog Cookies-Pinwheel Cookies-Chocolate
Espresso Wafers-Pecan Sandies-Toasted Coconut SablesThe chapter on Hand-Shaped
Cookies includes recipes for:-Pecan Butterballs-Hazelnut Biscotti-Cranberry Pistachio Biscotti-
Orange Poppy Seed Drops-Molasses Ginger Cookies-Chocolate Crinkles-Chocolate
Peppermint Cookies-Swedish Dreams-Viennese Crescents-Peanut Butter Chocolate Kisses-
Italian Wine CookiesThe chapter on Filled and Sandwich Cookies includes recipes for:-Baby
Butter and Jam Sandwiches-Chocolate Almond Macaroon Sandwiches-Chocolate Caramel
Thumbprints-Linzer Cookies-Fig Half-MoonsThe chapter on Bar Cookies includes recipes for:-
Apricot Almond Bars-Baci Brownies-Cranberry Swirl Cheesecake Squares-Almond Thins-
Peanut Brittle Bars-Chocolate Shortbread Wedges-Sachertorte Bars-Lemon Squares-Toffee



Bars-Turtle BarsThe chapter on No-Bake Treats includes recipes for:-Rocky Road Bites-Peanut
Butter Chocolate Squares-Chocolate Hearts-Rum BallsEach recipe includes the projected yield
(usually between 35-55 cookies) but not nutritional information.There are two helpful lists at the
back of the book (in addition to the index). The first lists recipes by flavor (chocolate, vanilla,
citrus, coconut, spice, nut, butter/sugar, fruit/jam, caramel/toffee and rum). The second list has
three categories: cookies without nuts, quick and easy, and make-ahead and freeze cookie
dough. There is also a list of the best cookies for mailing on page 9.Since there seem to be
conflicting opinions among other reviewers regarding the photos, I counted them (twice). 25 of
the 50 cookie recipes include a color photo, and the majority of the photos are larger than half a
page and give the reader a clear idea of what the finished cookie should look like.This would be
a good gift for a college student or perhaps as a housewarming gift (particularly if you add a few
cookie cutters and cookie sheets).”

Elizabeth, “Great holiday cookies. Bought this last year and just got around to using it. I made
quite a few of the cookies from this book this year, and they turned out beautifully! I would have
liked to see illustrations of each cookie, but this is a fantastic book for holiday baking! Sent
some cookies boxes to friends and they could not believe that they were all homemade...”

Visa, “Appealing Christmas cookie book. Lisa Zwirn's book, Christmas Cookies: 50 Recipes to
Treasure for the Holiday Season, is a wonderful addition to my collection of cookbooks. This
attractive, beautifully photographed cookbook is filled with recipes of delicious treats your family
and friends will truly enjoy.My family adores chocloate desserts of almost any kind, but I
ventured out of the norm and tried the author's heavenly Lemon Squares. They were absoultley
wonderful, full of intense flavor with a moist, tasty crust. The Coconut Macaroons, dipped in
Chocolate is another delightful sweet. They were moist, chewy and very simple to create. A co-
worker borrowed my cookbook and chose to make the Apricot Almond Bars. She brought these
fruity, chewy almond bars into the office for everyone to enjoy and we devoured them in a
day.I've given this gem of a cookbook to several friends and family members last holiday season
and I received wonderful feedback.For the upcoming holiday season I look forward to trying
numerous new recipes from Lisa Zwirn's superb cookbook. I highly recommend this appealing,
well-written holiday treasure.By: Jane from Wayland, MA”

MusicMan63, “My Wife's Go-To book every Christmas!. Every year she makes at least 3 or 4
different cookie recipes from this book.  We all benefit.  :-)”

Patricia, “Cookie Monday’s has been a big hit and it is thanks to these wonderful recipes.. I have
owned this book for a number of years but never seem to have time to make the cookies. This
year I decided to make two types of cookies each weekend and bring them into work for my
team to sample. I have received rave reviews every week and people are always asking me for



the recipes.  Cookie Monday’s has been a big hit and it is thanks to these wonderful recipes.”

Robyn, “Great recipes. Lots of good recipes in here! Have made a few things and they have all
turned out perfectly! Lots of extra information about storing cookies as well which you don't
always find! Borrowed this book from the library at first but decided to buy it instead of borrowing
again.”

Pete Fawcett, “Buy this Book Now!. As one who loves Christmas cookies, I can tell you with self-
proclaimed authority that this book has fantastic recipies for Christmas cookies. Ms. Zwirn has
clearly done a lot of research and has experimented with many different types of cookies to
provide such an excellent assortment.  I highly recommend this book.”

terrence, “excellent recipes. great selection of recipes from all food groups”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 38 people have provided feedback.
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